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Executive Summary
The longevity of the market recovery that characterized the first quarter quickly came into
question as global trade tensions escalated early in the second quarter. These concerns
reintroduced volatility into capital markets as investors worried that renewed tensions could further
limit global growth. While it’s unclear if the world is any closer to a trade resolution, global central
banks quickly indicated their willingness to step in with further easing. This was a stark change of
pace for the U.S. Federal Reserve, which many investors expected to raise rates throughout the
year. The prospect of lower interest rates, as well as better than expected corporate earnings,
helped revive sentiment and boosted most asset classes.

Despite heightened volatility, most global equity markets produced modest gains and U.S. markets
closed the quarter near all-time highs. Developed markets, led by the U.S., continued to
outperform emerging markets so far this year. Within the U.S., large-cap securities maintained a
lead over small-caps. Growth also outpaced value for the quarter and so far this year.

Most global bond yields fell over the quarter, and the notion of rate hikes quickly turned to
expectations of further stimulus. The decline in global rates aided most fixed income asset classes.
Credit fundamentals were also robust and corporate spread measures stayed below long-term
averages. Commodity returns were negative due to an outlook for slower growth and reduced
demand.

Overall global growth appears healthy but remains vulnerable. Outside of the trade conflict,
concerns also include potential missteps in central bank policy, perplexing economic data and
declining global trade.

U.S. economic data remains mixed as the benefits of tax-reform fade. The unemployment rate is at
historic lows and consumer balance sheets are at much improved levels relative to before the
global financial crisis. At the same time, business sentiment and most leading economic indicators
have come down. Outside of the U.S., growth remains slow although expectations, and thus stock
market valuations, are commensurately lower.

Europe continues to grapple with Brexit confusion and the rise of nationalism across the continent.
Emerging markets, particularly in Asia, struggled to break out from a global trade uncertainty
hangover.

The U.S. economic expansion entered it’s eleventh year in July, making it the longest on record.
While long in duration, the expansion’s growth rate has been one of the slowest. The sluggish
pace of growth is partially attributable to coming out of one of the worst recessions in U.S.
history. 

Despite the length and rate of this expansion, the economy appears to be on solid footing.
Consumer balance sheets are healthy, household net-worths near all-time highs have boosted
sentiment, and there are few obvious areas of excess within the economy. With that said,
uncertainties introduced by increasing trade tensions, falling global growth, and the unwinding of
unprecedented central bank intervention suggest a cautious outlook is appropriate.

With an unchanged outlook for slower growth, low prospective returns in fixed income, and fair-
to-slightly-expensive equity market valuations, future returns will likely struggle to match levels



reached over  the  last  decade.  A well-diversified portfolio that is appropriately tied to your risk
tolerance, as well as your age and stage of life, is the best method of achieving long-term
investment goals and maintaining purchasing power.

Economic Review and Outlook

Following a strong sprint in the first quarter of 2019, economic growth is likely to fall as the
benefits of tax reform fade. The Atlanta Fed’s latest “GDPNow” estimate for second quarter
growth is 1.3%.

Leading economic indicators (LEI) designed to identify inflection points in economic growth,
continued to decline for nearly all developed markets in recent months. This decline supports the
notion of easing levels of growth globally.



The U.S. service and manufacturing sectors expanded over Q2 according to the ISM indexes,
which use industry surveys to evaluate economic activity. While still in expansion, the pace of
growth has come down from previously higher levels.

The U.S. Federal Reserve (the ‘Fed’) and global central banks appear to be at a crossroads. In the
U.S., growth is healthy and inflation is benign, yet both are vulnerable to a variety of threats. This
was quickly apparent at the start of the second quarter when global trade tensions escalated.
Amongst this escalation, the Fed indicated a willingness to act, to the point where consensus
expectations priced in at least one rate-cut by the end of 2019. This is a stark contrast to the start
of the year, when most economists expected several rate increases. The same is true
internationally, where central banks have openly indicated a willingness to intervene should growth
fall short of expectations. Slower growth and the prospect of additional stimulus has pushed global
bond yields lower. This creates a challenging backdrop of low returns in most fixed income asset
classes for investors seeking to de-risk their portfolios.

U.S. inflation remains benign despite recent increases in wages. With inflation at just below the
two percent target, the Fed can take a more measured approach to raising rates.



S&P 500 corporate profits have come down but remain near all-time highs. The fading benefits of
tax reform and vulnerable margins have the potential to slow earnings growth.

Most advanced market forecasts call for lower growth into the future. It’s expected that an
increasing amount of global growth will come from emerging market countries with more
favorable demographics.



The U.S. Dollar is at elevated levels compared to recent history. Higher interest rates relative to
other developed markets, and general economic strength, have contributed to its current position.
The Fed’s pause on raising rates and a large trade deficit could weaken the U.S. Dollar in the
future.

Employment and the Consumer

Helping provide reassurance that the U.S. economy and labor markets are operating near peak
efficiency, the unemployment rate has continually trended lower over the past decade. It has
remained at or below the natural unemployment figure of 4% for the past 12 months, a remarkable
statistic. Supporting this broader theme, the Consumer Confidence Index has been rising over the
past few years, but also experienced volatility so far in 2019. This fluctuation raises some
concerns that consumer sentiment may further weaken over time. Despite a strong employment
environment, increases in wages had been modest. This changed last year with U.S. wage growth
picking up to over 3%. Wage growth is attractive relative to core inflation, which has hovered
around 2%.

The unemployment rate has been representative of a full-employment economy, remaining at or
below 4% for the past 12 months.



U.S. companies’ average wages have continued to trend higher with the year-over-year growth
rate remaining above 3% in 2019.

Other employment indicators follow the same story line. The total net number of jobs created in
the second quarter totaled about 512,000, largely within the business services, healthcare, and
transportation sectors. The monthly average of net jobs created for the second quarter tallied in at
roughly 170,000 per month. This monthly average was modestly lower compared to past quarters,
but still a material positive number, emphasizing that new jobs continue to be added to the
economy at a steady pace.

The Consumer Confidence Index has been above 100 since late 2016, indicating consumer
confidence has been rising. It has experienced more volatility of late, with concerns over trade
tensions and the employment outlook dampening expectations.



Nonfarm payrolls have continued to increase in 2019, indicating that job creation in the U.S. is
healthy. The magnitude of the change is the lowest since 2017.

Real Estate

Continuing the recent trend, the S&P Case-Schiller Price Index increased on a year-over-year
basis, although at a slowing pace. 

This index measures residential real estate values in twenty of the largest U.S. metropolitan cities.
A possible explanation was higher prevailing mortgage interest rates earlier in the year, which can
curtail demand. The recent decline in borrowing rates should provide a tailwind and somewhat
offset this moving forward. Within the market, the pace of existing home sales outpaced new
home sales by a sizable margin. In April and May, the sale of new homes fell, while the sale of
existing homes maintained a steady pace.



Strengthening the housing story, new private housing building permits have hovered around a
healthy 1.3 million per month since the start of 2017 through 2019 - indicating a high level of
ongoing demand for home construction.

Existing home sales continued at a healthy pace while new home sales have recently declined.

Within the past 36 months, all major housing sectors have sustained at, or above, 90% occupancy.
Apartments, retail, and industrial locations are currently operating at occupancy rates near 95%,
while office occupancy rates are slightly lower, at closer to 93%. 

Capital Markets Review

Most global equity markets posted positive second quarter returns, bringing year-to-date
performance to impressive levels. Developed markets outperformed emerging markets again,
though both areas produced attractive returns. From a style perspective, growth outperformed
value, continuing the decade long-trend. Large- and mid-cap stocks also outperformed small-cap
stocks. All U.S. equity market sectors produced positive returns for the second quarter, other than
energy, with the financial sector the top performer in Q2. Materials and information technology
followed close behind.



U.S. equities remain more expensive relative to international markets on a P/E basis. The valuation
gap between these markets is also large relative to history. Growth’s lead over value continued
throughout Q2. Although small-cap securities had positive returns, they lagged both large and mid-
cap securities across markets. The U.S. and developed world markets led Q2 returns, while
emerging markets and most of Asia lagged.

Most fixed-income markets generated positive returns over the second quarter, benefiting from the
surprise decline in interest rates. In the U.S., the 10-year Treasury yield fell below the symbolic
2% level for the first time since 2016. Credit fundamentals also were supportive, although high-
yield spreads widened marginally. Municipal bonds continued their strong run, fueled by net
negative supply against record levels of demand.

U.S. corporate high yield spreads finished the quarter just below last quarter’s level, but remain
beneath the 10-year average. Broad demand for yield and a supportive fundamental backdrop has
been accommodating for the asset class.



Inflation expectations continue to be manageable and have come down marginally relative to earlier
in 2019. This reflects recent CPI data as well as an outlook of slower global growth.

Most commodity markets lagged, although turbulent geopolitics caused the price of oil to recover
late in the quarter. Hedge funds (as represented by the HFRI Fund of Funds Index) produced
positive, albeit, muted returns relative to comparable long only indices.

Most global bond yields declined during the quarter, following a willingness of global central banks
to offer additional easing to counter slowing growth. In addition to the U.S. Treasury 10-year yield
falling below 2%, German 10-year bond yields reached their lowest level ever.



Oil prices (as measured by WTI) fell earlier in the quarter but have recently recovered, stemming
from increased conflict in the Middle East. A recent agreement with OPEC and Russia to maintain
supply cuts, in response to slowing growth, also boosted oil prices.
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